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Introduction
The ability to create organized ultrathin films using organic molecules

provides systems whose chemical, mechanical, and optical properties can be

controlled for specific applications. In particular. polymerization of oriented
mono- and multi-layer films containing the diacetylene group has produced a
variety of robust, highly oriented, and environmentally responsive films with

unique chromatic properties’. These two-dimensional poly(diacetylene)

(PDA) films, where the conjugation runs parallel to the film surface, have

previously been prepared in a variety of fonrrs2”5.

Of particular interest is the optical absorption of PDA due to its rr-
conjugated backbone. A wide variety of PDA materials, including bulk

crystals, thh films, and solutions, exhibit a chromatic transition involving a
significant shift in absorption from low to high energy bands of the visible
spectrum, thus the PDA appears to transform from a blue to a red color. [n
addition. the red form is highly fluorescent. while [he blue form is not. This

6 binding of specific biologicaltransition cwr be brought about by heat .

targers4 and applied strcss(rrrecharsochromiwn)’, among others.
In this paper, we discuss the Larrgmuir deposition of ultrathin PDA films

and the subsequent measurement of their structural, optical, and mechanical
properties at the nanometer scale. By altering the head group functionality, we
can choose between mono- and tri-layer PDA film stmctures. Measurements
with the atomic force microscope (AFM) reveal strongly anisotropic friction
properties that are correlated with the orientation of the conjugated polymer
backbone orientation. Furthermore, we can use the AFM tip or a near tield

scanning optical microscope (NSOM) tip to locally convert the PDA from the
blue form to the red form via applied stress. This represents the first time that
mechanochromism has been observed at the nanometer scale. Dramatic
strucmral changes are associated with [his mechanochromic transition.

Experimental
Materials. Details of our materials and sample preparation are described

elsewhere8. Briefly, diacerylene molecules with two distinct head groups were
made into separate films (Figure 1). The first, 10,12 -pentacosadiynoic acid
(PCDA) (I) (Farchart/GFS Chemicals) as a bluish powder which was purified
to remove polymer content. The second molecule, N-(2 -ethanol)- 10,12-
pentacosadiynamide (PCEA) (H) was prepared by coupling ethanoiamine
with 10, 12-pentacosadiynoyl chloride in tetrahydrofuran and triethylamine.
The acid chloride was prepared from the PCDA using oxalyl chloride in
methylene chloride. PCEA w’as isolated by flash column chromatography on
silica gel (25’%0 e~hylacetate/hexarres, Rr = 0.23).

Film Preparation. Langmuir tilm preparations were performed on a
Lwtgmuir trough (Nima) which was situated on a vibration isolation table
inside a class 100 clean room. Tbe pure water subpbase was kept at 15 + 0,2
“C. Diacetylene monomers were spread on the water surface in a 50%
chioroformibenzene solution. All films were incubated for 10 – 15 minutes at
zero pressure prior to compression.

For UV polymerization at the air-water interface, the Larrgmuir films
were first compressed to a surface pressure of 20 mN/m, then equilibrated for
20 – 30 minutes. UV irradiation of tbe compressed films was performed with
a pair of pen lamps (Oriel). UV exposure was controlled by setting the lamp
height above the air-water interface and choosing specific exposure times as

described elsewhere. A few minutes after UV exposure, the water was slowly
drained off by aspiration. The films were laid down on mica (freshly cleaved)
or silicon (piranha-cleaned) substrates that were presubmerged horizontally in
the aqueous subphase before monolayer spreading. The substrate was then

removed and dried in cleanroom air. This horizontal transfer method proved to
be the most effective for producing high quality films, as polymerization
creates a certain amount of rigidi~ in the film on the water surface. This
rigidity renders vertical transfer methods unreliable as the films would not
umformly compress during vertical transfer.

Instrumentation. A Nanoscope 111A AFM (Digital Instruments)
operating in contact mode was used to obtain topographic and friction force
images. Measurements were acquired under laboratory ambient condhions at a
scan rate of 3 Hz. Silicon nitride cantilevers (Digital Instruments) with a
nominal normal force constant of 0.06 N/m were used for all measurements. A

novei home-built NS”OM9 was used to simultaneously observe sample

fluorescence with sub-wavelength resolution as well as normal forces and
shear forces. The tips used were Al-coated etched optical fibers. To record
fluorescence, 488 nm light from an .% laser is !aunched into the fiber optic.
Filters are used to remove unwanted light such M 488 nm reflected light and
Raman emission from the fiber. The sample fluorescence is focussed into a
spectrometer (IS A/SPEX) and the signal is measured with a cooled
photomultiplier tube and photon-counting electronics.

Figure 1. Upper left: PCDA (1) and PCEA (11) molecules. Lower left:
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schematic of molecular orientation of 11 and its subsequent conversion to
poly(H) upon UV irradiation. A hydrogen bonded network at [he headgroup
position is drawn. Right: poly(l) in its trilayer form.

Results and Discussion
Film Structure. Pressure-area isotherms indicate the amphiphiles of I

and 1I on pure water both had identical take-off areas of 25 .~z!mo Iecu Ie,
corresponding to the molecular cross-section of the hydrocarbon-diacetyiene
structure. The film of I collapses ar low pressure (-12 mN/m), but upon over-
compression reaches a stable solid phase with a limiting molecular area of -- 8
~~~molecule. This over-compressed state corresponds to a stable trilayer

structure. The film of [1 was stable as a monolayer with a collapse pressure of
ca. 35 mN/m and an extrapolated molecular area at zero pressure of 25
~~!molecule. After equilibration, tilms were polymerized to the blue-phase by
exposure to incidence powers of 4.0 yW/cm~ for I and 23 ~W/cm? for H over

a period of 30 sec. Red-phase films were produced by exposing the tri[ayer of
[ to 500 ~W/cm2 and the monolayer of 11 to 40 pW\cm? for 5 min.

AFM images of the blue- and red-phase forms of poly(I) and poly(II) on
mica or silicon substrates confirm that the coverage for ail films was nearly
uniform for the entire substrate. Over 95°/0 of the transfemed film was flat to
within =0.5 nm, with up to 100 ym crystalline domains observed. AFM film

height measurements also confirmed that films of I and I I formed trila~ers
and monolayer respectively. Furthermore, there were distinct height
differences between the blue- and red-phase films of both 1 and H. The
heights of the blue- and red-phase trilayer stacks of poly(l) were measured at
7.-$*O.8 and 9.0+0.9 nm, respectively. Similarly, the blue- and red-phase
poly(lI) monolayer films exhibited proportional height differences of 2.7+0.3
and 3. 1+0.3 nm,”respectively.’
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These results provide insight into the stabilization of diacetylene films.

The headgroup interactions and alkyldiyne chain smcKirrg should dominate rhe
film structure of the monomeric diacetylene Larrgmuir films. The ability of the
amide headgroup of 11 to form lateral intermolecular hydrogen bonded
structures (Figure 1), similar to D-sheets in proteins, may explain the stability

of this monolayer film on pure water. I films on pure water, in contrast, are
unstable as monolayer but stack favorab[y into trilq’ers. Carboxylic acid
dimer formation may aid in stabilizing this strucwre (Figure 1). Indeed, stable
bilayer islands are commonly observed on top of the I trilayer. Thus, by
altering the head group functionality, we cm control whether the resulting
film \vill be stmctured as a monolayer or a trilayer.

Friction anisotropy. AFM measurements indicate the films possess
10 For example, Memurements on theredIJoi)’([[)strong friction anisotropy .

monolayer (Figure 2(a) and 2(b)) reveal a domain structure. The friction
force varies substantially from one domain to the next, and is nearly uniform
within each domain. The topographic image reveals an essentially flat film.
Topographic images within a sirtg[e domain reveal parallel striations of
va~ing width and uniform direction (Figure 2(c)), similar to previous

reporrs6. Thetotalheightvariationbetweenthesestriationsis-2 ..kThese

strimions are associated with the direction of the underlying polymer
backbone, and allow us to determine the relative angle between the sliding

direction and the backbone direction.

m

Figure 2. (a) 50x50 pm2 AFM topography image of a red poiy([) monolayer.
(b) simultaneous friction image. The friction image reveals the different
domains. White arrows indicate the domain orientation. (c) it separate
500s500 nmz AFM topography image of a single domain. The striations are
indicative of the backbone orientation.

By measuring the friction force at zero externally applied load for

different orientations, we find that friction is lowest when sliding parallel to
the backbones, and 2.9 times larger when sliding perpendicular. This dramatic
effect may be due to anisotropic film stiffness caused by anisotropic packing
antior ordering of the alkyl side chains, as well as the anisotropic stiffness of
the polymer backbone itself. Along the backbone direction, the conjugated
polymer bonds provide a rigid link between alkyl chains (Figure 1). However,
the spacing between alkyl chains linked to neighboring backbones is
determined by weaker interchain vanderWaals’forces and possibly head
group-substrate interactions. In other words, the lack of covalent bonding
between neighboring polymer chains allows some freedom in their spacing,

\vhich has been observed previously for a similar PDA tilm6. Variations in
tilm density wotdd also explain the film height contrast observed in Figure

2(c)’ ‘. The lower stiffness along the perpendicular direction may tead to
larger molecular deformation when sliding in that direction, and thus a larger
contact area and more gauche defect creation. These would both contribute to

larger friction forces ]2.
Steehanochromism. We have also observed that the blue-to-red

transition cmr be activated at the nanometer scale using NSOM or AFM tips

on both the trilayer poly(I) and monolayer poly(11}]3. For example, F@re 3
shows simultaneous NSOM topography and fluorescence images on a blue
poly(l) film. In the first scar (left pair), no fluorescence is seen over the flat
PCDA region. In the subsequent scan (right pair), topographic changes are
created. and localized fluorescence emission is produced. A fluorescence
spccm.sm obtained over this region reveals the spectral fingerprint of red
PCDA. These obserwions were reproducible. In general, when this transition
is observed. the fluorescent regions grow gradually with each image acquired.

The blue-to-red transition has also been produced using AFM tips with
both [rilfiyer poly(I) and monolayer poly(II) blue films. With AFM. local
topographic changes. discussed below, are observed in-situ. These changes
indicate the transition is taking piace. It y creating a large (> 1 pm) red region,
e.r-siru fluorescence microscopy is used to confirm that a red region has been

created by the AFM tip. With both AFM and LNSOM. normal forces alone are
not sufficient to cmsse the transition. Shear forces must also be applied, i.e.
during the scanning process. to produce the blue-to-red tmnsition. In all cases,
the observed transitions are irreversible.

Tt-sootzranhv Fluorescencemm
Scan1

TopographyFluorescence

scar-l 2

Figure 3. NSOM shear force topography and simultaneous fluorescence
images (2.4x2.4 pmz) showing tip-induced mechmmchromism.

The transformed regions consistently exhibit higher friction, increased
roughness, and a surprising height reduction of typically 40-500A. High
resolution images of the transformed regions, however, consistently reveal
backbone-related striations. This indicates a substantial degree of preservation
of the conjugated backbone despite the dramatic height reduction. No such
structural change of PDA has been previously reported. While one might
suspect that this height reduction could be explained by a removal of one or
more layers in the trilayer poly(I) film, this cannot explain the comparable
height reduction for the monolayer. While some molecules may well be
remo~,ed during the transformation process, the film overall retains substantial
integrity. One possibility is that the molecules adopt a highly tilted
configuration. This is consistent with the observation that the transformation
occurs more readily near cracks in the film. Such cracks would allow nearby

molecules tilt substantially. The observation of larger friction forces in :he
transformed region is consistent with a hig@ly tilted configuration, where one
would expect a larger portion of the methylene groups to be in contact with

the tip. The hi;her surface energy o!- these groups compared with methyl
groups would llkely produce higher friction. Molecular modeling efforts are
being undertaken 10 investigate these structural changes in greater detail.

Conclusions
We have prodbced high-quality ultrathin PDA films using a horizontal

Langmuir deposition technique. The number of stable layers in the film is
controlled by altering the head -moup functionality. The films exhibit strong

friction anisotropy that is correlated with the direction of the polymer
backbone structure. Shear forces applied by AFiM or NSOM tips locally
induce the blue-to-red chromatic transition in the PDA tilms.
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equivalent.

Yang and Lianis17applied an incremental midpoint-tangent approach to study the

quasi-static large deflection behavior of isotropic linear viscoelastic beams and frames.

In their finite element approach, linear strain-displacement relations were used in

each increment, with the nodal coordinates updated at the end of each increment to

account for the effects of geometric nonlinearity.

Keylg developed a finite element method for the large-deflection dynamic analysis

of axisymmetric solids. A linear relation was used between the second Piola-Kirchhoff

(PK2) stresses and the nonlinear Green-Saint-Venant strain histories, therebv re-.

stricting the accuracy of the formulation in most cases to large deflections/rotations

but small strains.

Shen et al.19 used a total Lagrangian approach in formulating a finite element

code for the geometrically nonlinear ‘dynamic response of axisymmetric and three-

dimensional isotropic linear viscoelastic solids. The constant average acceleration

method of the Newmark family was used in representing both the acceleration ap-

pearing in the inertia term and the time derivative of the strain occurring in the

hereditary integral of the constitutive law.

Shen et al.20presented both a total Lagrangian and updated Lagrangian approach

for the three-dimensional finite element analysis of isotropic viscoelastic solids. The

material law was written for a total Lagrangian description. The resulting recur-

sion relations derived for updating the stresses could be used directly in the total

Lagrangian approach presented. However, to use these recursion relations in their

updated Lagrangian approach, the recursion relations had to be transformed using

the deformation gradient tensor from the original reference state to the current ref-

erence state. As will be shown in the present,formulation, this additional complexity

in the updated Lagrangian formulation can be avoided by judicious choice of the

reference states used in developing recursion relations from the material law.

Roy and Reddy21 analyzed the geometrically nonlinear deformations of adhesive

joints using an updated Lagrangian finite element formulation. The adhesive was

modeled as nonlinear viscoelastic using a constitutive law proposed by Schapery.s7
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Jenkins and Leonard22extended the method of White4 to the case of geometrically

nonlinear deformations in order to study the dynamic in-plane and transverse defor-

mations of viscoelastic membranes. The numerical approximation of the viscoelastic

material law was incorporated directly into the incremental finite element equations,

which were cast in a total Lagrangian form.

Faria et al.23 computed the rolling resistance moment of a steadily roiling vis-

coelastic cylinder using the finite element method. The finite-strain viscoelastic ma-

terial law was based upon the use of an internal state variable tensor. The history

of this tensor was governed by a linear differential equation incorporating a single
.

relaxation time. Because the formulation concerned only steady-state deformations,

the resulting stress and strain histories for particles in a common band were known

in terms of their respective circumferential distributions. Faria et al.23 also studied

the large deformations of a standard passenger tire. Those analyses involved the use

of anisotropic layered shells, but whether an elastic or viscoelastic constitutive law

was used was not explicitly stated, nor was it clear from the results presented.

In a three-part series of papers, Padovan et al.q4-26used the finite element method

to analyze the large deformations of viscoelastic rings, tori, and tires under exter-

nal loads, contact, and friction. The viscoelast ic const itutive behavior was expressed

using fractional derivatives. The internal laminations present in tires were handled

via Halpin-Tsai correlations.38 The Galilean transformation technique was used in

developing a moving/rolling element method in which the material derivatives ap-

pearing in the rolling equations of motion are expressed as a local time derivative

plus a purely spatial derivative. Steady-state deformations were analyzed using a

hierarchically constrained Newton-Rapshon technique, whereas transient responses

were determined using the Newmark method.

Marques and Creus27extended the linear elastic, total Lagrangian finite element

formulation of Bathe36 to include the effects of anisotropic hygrothermorheologically

simple linear viscoelasticity. In the total Lagrangian formulation of Bathe,36 the

nonlinear terms in the principle of virtual \vorkresulting from the product of the

incremental PK2 stresses and the virtual nonlinear Green–Saint-Venant strains is

4



linearized as follows. The virtual work of the incremental PK2 stresses is taken as the

product of the incremental PK2 stresses and the virtual small-strain tensor. Also,

the constitutive equation for the incremental PK2 stresses is linearized such that

the incremental PK2 stress tensor depends only upon the terms in the incremental

strain tensor which are linear in the incremental displacements. The small and large

deflection behavior of laminated graphite-epoxy plates and shells was studied. For

a viscoelastic shell cap under a central point force that was applied as a creep load

(i.e., the load is applied suddenly and then held constant), the critical elapsed time

to snap-through was found to increase as the load magnitude decreased.

Using a quasi-elastic approach, Wilson and Vinson studied the linear viscoelastic

buckling of laminated plates28 and columns.29 In the quasi-elastic method,3g the cur-

rent viscoelastic response is determined by simply using the viscoelastic properties

corresponding to an elapsed time equal to the current time in an elastic analysis.

Using the quasi-elastic method allowed the determination of the time variation of

the viscoelastic buckling curve for creep loading by the solution of a series of elastic

eigenvalue analyses. This viscoelastic buckling curve gives the magnitude of the creep

loading applied at t = Onecessary to cause buckling at a given time t. Hence. using

the quasi-elastic method simplified the viscoelastic buckling problem considerably

for situations where a simiIar elastic structure would undergo bifurcation buckling

with no prebuckling deformation, because viscoelastic stability was determined using

eigenvalue analysis of geometrically perfect elastic structures. For the analysis of such

problems using a full viscoelastic approach, it would be necessary to examine if an

initial deflection (caused by an imperfection in the structure or its loading) grows

large under a given loading. For both plates and columns, the viscoelastic stability

curve was observed to decrease significantly (1570 or more) as time evolved. The

more prominent the matrix’s role in the structural response, the more pronounced

was the decay in the viscoelastic buckling load, since the fibers were taken to be

elastic, whereas the matrix was treated as viscoelastic.

Using the quasi-elastic method, Vinogradov 30 studied the viscoelastic buckling

of asymmetric laminated beam-columns composed of two layers of isotropic linear

5
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viscoelastic. materials bonded together. A safe load limit that depended only upon

long-term creep compliance values and geometric parameters was determined. It

appeared that the buckling characteristics could be enhanced by tailoring the laminate

composition.

Kim and Hong31studied the viscoelastic buckling of sandwich plates with cross-ply

faces using the quasi-elastic approach. The core was assumed to be elastic, whereas

both the adhesive and the surface plates were taken to be linear viscoelastic. The

inplane viscoelastic buckling load varied with the face stacking sequence, adhesive

strength, plate aspect ratio, and biaxial load ratio.

Huang studied the linear viscoelastic response of imperfect composite plates32

and cylindrical panels33 under in-plane compressive loads. The Laplace transform

of the compatibility equation was used to determine the viscoelastic stress function.

The transverse deflection was found by applying Galerkin’s method to the moment
z, -..AT

equation. Using a similar approach, quasi-elastic estimates for the viscoelastic defor-

mation were also determined. The edge loads were applied as creep loads at t = O

in each case considered. However, since the internal moments depended upon the

edge loads and the transverse deflections, the internal loading was time dependent.

The time history of viscoelastic deflection for both plates and cylindrical panels was

shown to be sensitive to the size of the initial imperfection. For various combinations

of loading and initial imperfection magnitudes, viscoelastic buckling occurred in the

plates, whereas viscoelastic snap-through resulted for some of the cylindrical panels.

Although the accuracy of the quasi-elastic method was acceptable in some cases, in

general, it overestimated the growth of the viscoela.stic deflections and underestimated

the critical times for buckling or snapping. These trends resulted from the fact that

the quasi-elastic method finds the current viscoelastic deflection by considering the

internal load history to be the current internal loads applied as creep loads at t = O.

Touati and Cederbaum34 used Schapery’s nonlinear viscoelastic material law37 in

studying the postbuckling response of laminated plates with initial imperfections.

The nonlinear equilibrium equations were solved by first transforming them into a
---

system” of first-order nonlinear differential equations, which were then solved using.
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Galerkin’s method in conjunction with a higher-order Runge-Kutta method.

Shalev and Aboudi35 used higher-order shear deformation theory to study the

postbuckling response of symmetric cross-ply laminated plates. Only creep loads

large enough to cause instantaneous buckling of the viscoelastic plates were applied.

The linear viscoelastic solution was developed using the correspondence principle40to

find the solution in the Laplace domain. Numerical inversion was used to determine

the time domain solution.

The geometrically nonlinear formulation of a triangular flat shell element for linear

elastic laminated composite structures41 is extended here to model hygrothermorhe-

ologically simple linear viscoelastic composites. In addition to the derivation of the

internal force vector and tangent stiffness matrix, details of the iterative technique

are also given. Deformation-independent mechanical loads, deformation-dependent

pressure loads, and hydrothermal loads can be applied simultaneously. Numerical ex-,-.

amples are presented to validate the formulation and to examine the large deformation

response and stability of viscoelastic structures.

Triangular Flat Shell Element Overview

Flat shell elements are obtained as the superposition of a membrane and a bending

element. The shell behavior (geometric coupling of membrane and bending behaviors)

results between elements from transforming the element stiffness matrices and load

vectors to a single global coordinate system. The present flat shell element combines

the Discrete-Kirchhoff Theory (DKT) plate bending element42 with a membrane ele-

ment having the same nodal degrees of freedom (DOF) as the Allman Triangle (AT) .43

The DKT plate bending element begins with shape functions for the rotations

of the normal to the undeformed mid-surface. The assumption of thin structures is

incorporated in two ways. First, the transverse shear energy is neglected so that. the

strain energy is only that, resulting from bending. Secondly, the Kirchhoff hypothesis

that the transverse shear is

Following Ertas et al.,44

form the well-known’”Linear

zero is applied along the edges of the element.

the transformation suggested by Cook45 is used to trans-

Strain Triangle (LST) element into a membrane element

‘7
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having two inplane translational DOF and one drilling DOF at each node. The in-

plane strain-displacement relations are derived as follows. The LST shape functions

are used to derive the strain-displacement relations in terms of the DOF of the LST

element. The resulting relations are then expressed in terms of the DOF of the All-

man triangle by mapping the two inplane translational DOF at the mid-side nodes of

the LST element into inplane translational and drilling DOF at the corner nodes.41’46

Altogether, the triangular flat shell element has three translations and three ro-

tations at each corner node for a total of 18 degrees of freedom. The geometrically

nonlinear formulation of this element for the linear elastic case was presented by Mo-

han and Kapania,41 whereas the geometrically linear formulation of this element for

the thermoviscoelastic case was presented by Hammerand and Kapania. 16Henceforth,

the geometrically nonlinear, linear elastic element will be referred to as ATDKT-3iL

(Allman triangle, discrete Kirchhoff theory triangle, nonlinear), whereas the pfesent

linear viscoelastic extension to this element will be termed TVATDKT-NL.

Newton-Raphson Method
Throughout this work, left superscripts will be used to denote the configuration

in which a quantity occurs, whereas left subscripts will be used to denote the con-

figuration in which the quantity is measured. For instance, the global internal force

vector, {~i~t}, occurring at time tp but measured in

to time t~-l is denoted as {~_ ~l?z~~}.

Assuming that the equilibrium state at time t~-l

the configuration corresponding

is known, the incremental equa-

tions needed for the determination of the equilibrium state at time N are developed

using the Newton-Raphson method. In the present formulation, the only external

load that is taken to be deformation dependent is the pressure load which is denoted

as {FP}. Hence, { AU(”+lI }, the change in the incremental displacements {U} from

iteration (n) to iteration (n + 1) is obtained by solving

[ 1{K:) – Ky ~.ljn+l) } = {;_lF.zt({U(nj})} – {;_1F2nJ{U(’)})} (1)

where [~T] i’s the global tangent stiffness matrix given by

i5’{Fint}
[K~] = ~{u}

8



and [JYp]is the global pressure stiffness matrix given by

a{l?p}

[Kpl= &f~} (3)

and {&} is the global external load vector considering all applied loads. The deriva-

tion of the deformation-dependent pressure load { FP} and pressure stiffness matrix

[Kp] is presented in Ref. 47. Becaus’e neither {~P} nor [KP] involves material proper-

ties, no modifications are necessary to use these quantities when modeling linear vis-

coelastic composite structures. Quantities corresponding to [K~], [Kp], {U}, {Lt},

and {Fint} for an element will be denoted with the corresponding lower case letters.

Derivation of the Internal Force Vector

The internal force vector {jin~} for an element is derived from the following ex-

pression for the internal virtual work NVz.t:

(4)

where {~_ ~e} is the vector of total Green–Saint-Venant strains, {~_ 1S} is the vector

of second Piola-Kirchhoff (PK2) stresses, A~–1 refers to the area of the element at

time W 1, and z is the local through-the-thickness coordinate. Note that {~_ ~e} and

{~-~s} can be expressed in component form for any defined coordinate system. In the

present formulation for each element, they are expressed in a local coordinate system.-
defined by the element geometry at time t’- 1. The reason for this choice will become

clear later in the formulation. At any given time, an element has the following local

coordinate system: the local m-axis is aligned with side 1-2 of the element, the local

y-axis lies in the plane of the element, and the local z-axis points in the direction

of the normal to the element. An element undergoing deformation from i?– 1 to N is

shown in Fig. 1. The local coordinate systems for the element at times #’– 1 and tp

are also indicated.

Assuming thin shelIsundergoing moderate incremental rotations, the total Green-

Saint-Venant strains are written as

{;-1’} = {;-le} + z {9$} (5)

9
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where {~_le} and {~_l~}, respectively, denote the total mid-surface inplane strains

and bending curvatures: The variation in the vector of Green–Saint-Venant strains

is then

(6)

The incremental midplane strains {A~_le} and bending curvatures {&_l~} are given

in terms of the incremental deformations as

{

U,Z+1/2 (u,: +V,: +W,: )

{~$-le} = {~-le} - {~:~e} = ~,v+i/2 (zJ,j+~,; +w,: )

Uy +V>x +Lz’wy +V?x V)y +W;z W>y

(7)

and

{A;_,K} = {;46} - {;:;K} = {%. P.., (b.,, + P.,.)}T (8)

where u, v, and w are the incremental midplane translations; ~X and By are the in-

cremental rotations of the midplane normal about the positive local g- and negative

x-axes, respectively; and (.) ,Z and (.) ,V, respectively, denote 8(-)/8x and 6’(.)/@.

In terms of the incremental nodal displacements, the spatial derivatives of the

incremental displacements for an element are written as41

{u,. u,, v,z V>vwsx UI,Y}* = [GI{u} (9)

The incremental inplane strains are then easily determined using Eq, (7). The in-

cremental bending curvatures are written in terms of the incremental nodal displace-

ments as41

{A;_l~} = [Bdk,]{u} (lo)

At a given location within an element, [Gz] and [B~~~]depend only upon the nodal

coordinates of the element at the end of the last fully converged time “step. The

variations of the in-plane strains and bending curvatures can be written in terms of

the variations of the incremental nodal displacements as

{d~_le} = [Gl({u})] [G,] {h}

{d;_,K} = [B;kt] {h}

10
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where [Gl] is given by -

1

I+ ’u,z o V,z o ‘w,z o

[Gl] = O ‘%v o 1 + V,g o W,y

1

(13)

U?y 1 + U,z 1 + V,g ‘U,X W,y W>r

The current force resultant {~_lIV} and force-couple resultant {~.lkf} are defined

as

{;-~N} = Jzmaz{Ls} dz&nin
(14)

{;-JM} = ~::.{wd. (15)

Although {N} and {It!!} are here termed “force resultant” and ‘(force-couple resul-

tant”, respectively, it should be noted that {N} and {M} have little physical meaning,

because they are based upon integrating PK2 pseudo-stresses through the thickness.

Using Eqs. (4), (6), (11), (12), (14), and (15), the internal force vector for an

element is determined to be

{;-+~t}=~p., ([GZITIGI]T{;-,.~}+[~,,,]T{;_,NI})d.4p-’

Derivation of Force and Force-Couple Resultants

The current PK2 stresses are written in the following incremental form:

(16)

(17)

Note that {~Z~S} is actually a vector of Cauchy stresses. Obviously: after an incre-

ment has been converged, it will be necessary to transform the PK2 stress {~- lS}

into the Cauchy stress {~S} in order to be used for the next increment. This transfor-

mation is performed using the deformation gradient tensor .36 However, for the case

of small incremental strains, it can be shown that the current PK2 stress ({;-IS})

expressed in the local coordinate system corresponding to the element at time tp–l

is approximately equal to the current, Cauchy stress ({{S}) expressed in the local

coordinate system corresponding to the element at time P .48This approximation was

successfully employed by Mohan and Kapania41 and will be used here also.

11



For the class of materials which are called hygrothermorheologically simple, chang-

ing the temperature and/or moisture results in a simple horizontal shifting of the

relaxation moduli on a log time scale. For such materials in the one-dimensional

isotropic case, the relaxation modulus .E at the physical temperature T, moisture H,

and time -t can be related to the relaxation modulus at 1.1-- —-r–..-—––L–.–-—-..-L-----

Tr,f, reference moisture H,,j, and reduced time { by

where the reduced time and physical time are related

ATH as follows:

For the case of a hygrothermorheologically simple,

by

(18)

the horizontal shift factor

(19)

linear viscoelastic composite

material, the stress and strain are related as follows:

{;-,s} = [p[Q((p-,’)]{+’},. (20)

{1{N}=/“-1[w-’-C)] g: dr (21)
o

where [~(t)] is the matrix of relaxation moduli and {P_~z} represents the vector of

total mechanical strains up to time r. These mechanical strains are given in terms of

the corresponding total strains as

(22)

where @$ and @fi are the deviation of the temperature and moisture from the thermal

and hydroscopic strain-free states at time T, respectively, and {a} and {~}, respec-

tively, are the transformed coefficients of thermal and hydroscopic expansion. Both

the temperature and moisture are assumed to be uniform through the thickness of

the laminate, whereas the coefficients of thermal and hydroscopic expansion depend

upon the fiber orientation of the layer being considered. In Eqs. (20) and (21), the

reduced times <~ and (p– 1 correspond to tp and tp–1, respectively, and the reduced

12
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time <’ corresponds to T. Also note that in Eqs. (20) and (21), the strains for all

past history are referred to the known configuration corresponding to time W-l. This

choice will simplify the resulting expressions for the incremental PK2 stresses.

Each layer of the laminate is assumed to be orthotropic and made of the same

material so that four relaxation moduli (Qll, Q12, Q22, and Q66) describe the lami-

nate material behavior. The following contracted notation is used for the relaxation

moduli:

QI = QI1> Q2 = Q12, Q3 = Q22, Q4 = Q66 ““” (23)

Each relaxation modulus is expressed in terms of a Prony series as follows:

Qr(~)= Q; + ~ Q,p e-% for T= 1,2,3,4 (24)
p=l

where the &‘s denote relaxation times governing the material response character-

istics. Each reduced stiffness is allowed to have its own reduced time scale denoted

by (r in order to model the possibility that it may be affected differently by the hy-

drothermal environment. The matrix of relaxation moduli in the material law can

then be written as

where

/
q = ‘p dt’

J
T dt’

o AJ!’(i’), H(f)] and ‘; = 0 A,[T(t’), H(i’)]
(26)

Note that [Dz] is the transformed reduced stiffness matrix for the elastic case with

Qi = 1 and the other three QT’s equal to zero.

The current PK2 stresses are determined as

{;-,s} =

where

{;-,%,}

Likewise, the PK2 stresses at

{;1;s}=

the end of the last time increment are

4 4 N.

(27)

(28)

(29)

13



Writing the expression for {~I~V,p} and evaluating the hereditary integral

to -W by approximating {dP_~z/O~~ to be coristant over the time step, the

recurrence relation is obtained for {~_lVTp}:

over tp–1

following

(30)

(31)

For the case where A, is constant over a time step, ~~Pcan be evaluated exactly

as5

‘~~=++’’[’-%1%1 (32)

Taylor et aL5demonstrated the importance of accurately evaulating ~~Pin controlling

numerical error. Presumably, a sufficiently small time step size will be used so that

Eq. (32) represents an acceptable approximation to Eq. (31) for a given variation in

the hydrothermal environment.

Using Eqs. (27), (29), and (30), the incremental PK2 stresses {1$ ~S} are given

by

The first term

mental strains,

4 N. _&

—
+

l–e ‘“P
]{ }

p– 1vp–1 rp (33)
?-=1p=l

gives the incremental PK2 stresses resulting from the current incre-

whereas the second term gives the change in the PK2 stresses resulting

from the relaxation over the current time step of the stresses corresponding to the

strains that occurred up to the end of the previous time step.

The current force and force-couple resultants are determined by using Eq. (33) in

{
Pp_lN; g_l M} = /’m”z(l; z) ({;::S} + {A$J}) dz

~min
(34)

Using the decomposition of the mechanical Green–Saint-Venant strains given by

Eq. (22), the current force resultant is thus

14
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pir;Br;D,

[A,;Br;D,] = Jzmaz(l; z; z’)pr] CLz
Anin

and

{f-d = l:: {=J “
{N:} = /zmaz[Dr]{cx}d.z

Zmln

{N:} = Jzma*[Dr]{B}d.
Zmin

(35)

(36)

(37)

(38)

(39)

(40)

Note that for the case where all Qrp are equal to zero, [2P;

matrices [A; B; D] corresponding to an elastic laminate with reduced stiffnesses Q~-

QY

Likewise, the current force-couple resultant is

+[12p]{A$_1e} + [Dp]{ll~-l~}

where

{F’@’J= 1::’ {=,} “ (42)

{M;} = /zmaz z [Dr]{a} dz (43)
%zin

{M:} = Jzma’z [Dr]{~} dz (44)
%nin

Hence, the current force and force-couple resultants are equal to the summation of

thei~ previous values, some viscoelastic memory loads, and terms corresponding to the

15



current incremental strains. The viscoelastic memory loads account for the relaxation

over the current time step of the force and force-couple resultants corresponding to

the strains that occurred up to the end of the previous time step. The factor ~~P
-- -

which appears in the [A~; Bp; D’] matrices and the hydrothermal terms accounts

for the relaxation over the current time step of the force and force-couple resultants

corresponding to the current incremental strains. Recall that the factor ~~Pas defined

“ by Eq. (31) resulted from assuming the current incremental strains to vary linearly

over the current time step.

Based upon Eq. (30), recursion relations are written for {~_llJTP} and {~_lMrP}

as follows:

—
{} { })Ae; N; – Ae: N: (45)

Derivation of the Tangent Stiffness Matrix

The elemental tangent stiffness matrix [k~] is determined by taking the variation

of the elemental internal force vector and recognizing that

{d~-lfint} = W-&J {&.t} = [I@] {Ju} (47)

Based upon Eq. (16), the variation in {~_ ~~i.~} is

{Jj-1.fint} = ~p.l ([G21T[GllT{J:-,N} +[Bdkt]T{dg_lflJ}

+ [G2]T[dG1]T{;_1N}) dAp-l “’ (48)

The last term occurs, because [Gl] depends on the incremental displacements. This

term can be shown to be

*-- [GZ]T[~GI]T{;_lN} = [G2]T

Moo 1

IO N O [G2]

00N

(3U) (49)

16



where

[

;_lNr ;_l Nxv

[Af]=p NpN

p–l w p–1 Y 1 (50)

and
;_lN=

H{;-m= WVY (51)

:_l Nzy

Recalling that the temperature and moisture histories are taken to be prescribed, the

variations in {~_l N} and {~_ ~lbf} are simply

{( I;_lN} = [zip][G1][G2]{h} + [@][Bdkt]{h} (52)

{b:_lM} = [@][Gl][G,]{du} + [~p][13,,,]{Ju} (53)

The elemental t?ngent stiffness matrix is finally determined as

[h] = ~ _ ([G2]T[Gl]T[~pj [Gl][G2] + [G2]T[G1]T[@’][&kt]
pl

+ [&kt]T[~p] [Gl] [Gz] + [&t]T[fip] [%t]

Noo

+[Gz]T

H

O Af O [Gz]) dAp-l (54)

o ON

If all Q,fl = O,then the [2P; &; @’] matrices are equal to the usual [A; B; D] matrices

and the tangent stiffness matrix reduces, as it should, to the elastic case as presented

by Mohan and Kapania.41 For the linear viscoelastic case, the [2P; BP; bP] matrices

are used to account for the relaxation over the current time step of the portion of the

internal force corresponding to the current incremental strains.

Because the tangent stiffness matrix from each element needs to be calculated

in each iteration (full Newton-Raphson method) or every few iterations (modified

Newton-Raphson method), incorporating a different set of reduced time scales for

each element is not overly cumbersome. Hence, each element is allowed to be at

its own temperature and moisture in the present formulation, allowing structures

with nonuniform, time-dependent hydrothermal fields to be analyzed. For the case

of nonuniform hygrot.hermal fields, an element’s temperature and moisture w-ill be



approximated as the average of its nodal values. Obviously, the mesh size needed

for convergence will depend upon the the spatial distribution of the temperature and

moisture throughout the time period of interest.

Note that using a single temperature and moisture for each element at each dis-

crete time considered is consistent with the use of Eq. (22), which assumes that neither

the temperature nor the moisture varies through the thickness of the structure. In or-

der to model hydrothermal gradients in the thickness direction, the formulation would

have to be modified significantly to account for the variation through the thickness of

the reduced time scales. If the gradients in the thickness direction are large enough,

a single set of reduced time scales for each layer may not be sufficient. For such cases,

the individual layers may be divided into sublayers with independent reduced time

scales.

Details of the Iterative Technique
The full Newton-Raphson method will be used such that the change in the incre-

mental displacements for iteration (n + 1) is determined by solving Eq. (1). Prior to

assembly, the elemental internal force vector, tangent stiffness matrix, pressure load,

and pressure stiffness matrix are all transformed to the global coordinate system us-

ing the standard transformation techniques. .\ll integrals over the area of an element

are evaluated using a three-point rule in area coordinates.49

For an element in the first iteration of a time step (n + 1 = 1), the viscoelastic

memory and incremental hydrothermal loads are applied so that the internal force

‘0)} is computed usingvector {~_ 1~i~t

18



Note that Eqs. (55) and (56) result from setting the incremental displacements to

zero in Eqs. (35) and (41), respectively. To be consistent in the evaluation of the

tangent stiffness matrix for the first iteration, the {N} corresponding to the geometric

stiffness term (the last term in Eq. (54)) is taken simply as {:1 \N}. In all subsequent

iterations (n+ 1), the {N} for the geometric stiffness term is taken as {$_lN(”) }. The

incremental displacements are updated as follows:

{U(”+’)} = {u(”)} + {A/J(~+’)} (57)

The elemental force and force-couple resultants for (n+ 1) z 1 are updated using

{~_lN(~+’)} = {$_lN(0)} + [~p]{A~_le(~+l)} + [@’]{z3~_1~(~+1)} (58)

{~_lM(~+l)} = {~_lM(0)} + [@’]{ A~_le(~+l)} + [.Dp]{A~_li-c(~+l)} (59)

where {L$_le(n+l) } and {A~_lK(n+l) }, respectively, are the total incremental mid-

plane inplane strains and bending curvatures at iteration (n+ 1).

The solution will be considered to be converged when

ll{Au/n+’)}ll {~u(n+l)}
m < tol and

l~{u:n+’q “ ~u(:+l)}ll”= < tol
T

co cc

and/or

ll{~q)} – {F$:}ll < tol
2

(61)

(60)

where { Ut} and { Ur} refer to the translation and rotation components of the in-

cremental global displacement vector, respectively, and tol is a suitable tolerance.

Typically, the same tol is used in all three convergence measures. After convergence

has been met, {fV,P} and {LITP} are updated using Eqs. (45) and (46). respectively.

As previously mentioned, the iterations in a single time increment are performed

using a total Lagrangian approach with all integrations carried out over the known

configuration at t’–1.Then after the incremental displacements have been converged,

the reference state is Updated to the newly converged quasi-static equilibrium state

at tp with the updated global coordinates for node z given by

{3=[;;3+[:1““”--
19



Note that the TVATDKT-NL code can still be used for the static analysis of elastic

structures under proportional loading by using t as the load proportionality’ factor.

Because the TVATDKT-NL code is intended primarily for the analysis of viscoelastic

structures where the load magnitudes are given as functions of the physical time t, the

TVATDKT-NL code only uses load control, meaning that t must be increased from

increment to increment. Hence, the TVATDKT-NL code is unable to trace the entire

load-deflection behavior of elastic structures exhibiting snap-through behavior. In

order to accomplish this, a special method, such as the Riks method50 or the modified

Riks method,51 must be used. In both of these methods, the load parameter is allowed

to vary within each increment and the additional equation needed to completely

determine all of the unknowns at each iteration comes from an imposed equality

constraint. In Riks method ,50the constraint is placed on the arc length of the path

followed in the load-deflection hyperspace, whereas in the modified Riks method,sl

the square of the L2-norm of the incremental displacements is specified.

In general, finite rotations do not add vectorially (the final position of a body

subjected to finite rotations about arbitrary axes depends upon the order of the ro-

tations). 52Hence in general, it is not accurate to just add the incremental rotations>

together to determine the total rotations, even though all the rotations are represented

in component form in the same stationary global coordinate system. Although tech-

niques exist for the parameterization

here, because the total accumulated

grangian approach that is used from

of large rotations,52-54 they are not employed

rotations are not needed in the updated La-

increment to increment. However. because a

total Lagrangian approach is used within each increment and the iterative changes

in the rotations are added vectorially, the present formulation is limited to moderate

values of incremental rotations. This simplifies the formulation somewhat, but at the

cost of using more increments in determining the large-rotation response of structures.

Given the wide availability of computational resources at the present time. this cost

is not prohibitive.

Because no relevant terms have been neglected in the strain-displacement relations

for thin shells, the present formulation is valid for thin shells undergoing small or large
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strains under the action of the applied loads, provided that the use of the constitutive

law given in Eq. (20) is still valid and the incremental rotations are moderately small.

For thick shells, transverse shear may be important and may need to be included

in the formulation. Note that Eq. (20) corresponds to a linear relation between the

PK2 stress tensor and the history of the Green–Saint-Venant strain tensor. It was

found by Batra and Yu55 that such a relationship may give qualitatively incorrect

predictions for isotropic solids undergoing finite strains. Batra and YU55showed

that a linear relationship between the Cauchy stress tensor and the history of the

relative Green–Saint-Venant strain tensor

with experimental observations.

Numerical

provided results that qualitatively agreed

Examples

Several numerical examples are presented to demonstrate the accuracy of the

TVATDKT-NL formulation and to present some key characteristics of the geometri-

cally nonlinear response of viscoelastic structures. The first is a cantilever under a

tip moment with two different time variations. Next, a ring under nonuniform ex-

ternal pressure is analyzed with the follower effects of the pressure load taken into

account. Then, the creep buckling of a column under an axial load is examined. Fol-

lowing this, a composite cylindrical panel experiences snap-through under a uniform

deformation-dependent pressure load. In the final example, the thermal postbuck-

ling of a composite plate is analyzed. Although the commercial code ABAQUS is

used in validating some of the results, it should be noted that the current version of

ABAQUS (ABAQUS/Standard Version 5.8SG)is unable to handle the small or large

deformations of viscoelastic composites.

Cantilever Under Tip Moment

The beam is 10.0 m long with a 1.0 x 0.1 m rectangular

ation modulus for the isotropic cantilever is taken to be

E(t) = .E(0) [0.5 + 0..5 exp (–t/6)]

where t is in minutes. The initial modulus @O) is taken to

cross section. The relax-

(63)

be 1.2 x 108Pa. In order

to model the struct m-eas a beam using a shell element which assumes a state of plane
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stress, Poisson’s ratio is set to zero. This results in the bending stress being related

to the bending strain history through l.?(t). ~”

Two time histories of tip moment with the following time variations are applied:

Case I : AZ(t) = 1000n-sin (t/3)[1 – u(t – 37r)] Nom (64)

Case II : ~(t) = 1000x{sin (t/3)[1 – u(t – 1.57r)]+ u(t – 1.57r)} N.m (65)

where t is in minutes and u(t) is the unit step function. The

Cases I and II are shown in an inset in Fig. 2.

The exact solution for this example can be developed as

beam, the radius of curvature R is given by

time histories of ill for

follows. For an elastic

(66)

where X1 is the internal bending moment, E is the elastic modulus, 1 is the area

moment of inertia, v is the transverse deflection, and (.),. represents d(. )/dx. For

a cantilever under a tip moment, the bending moment is constant throughout the

beam and equal to the applied tip moment. Thus, the cantilever has a constant

curvature. Also, in standard Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, the neutral zmisdoes not

exhibit strain. Hence, under any applied tip moment, the cantilever being studied

here has a constant midplane length. This means that the angle O subtended by the

midplane of the elastic cantilever under tip moment M is given by

Equivalently, @ is the angle of rotation at the tip

(67)

of the cantilever. The linear vis-

‘coelastic solution is developed using the correspondence principle,~” which gives 19for

the linear viscoelastic cantilever as

,.

{1~=~-1 ~ (68)
sEI

where L is the Laplace operator, (~) denotes the Laplace transform of (.), and s is the
,.:>.,-

Laplace variable.
.. ..
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An exception to the rule that finite rotations do not add vectorially occurs when

the axes of rotation are parallel.52Thus, the total rotation 0 for this problem from the

TVATDKT-NL analysis can be computed by simply adding the incremental rotation

values together. Shown in Fig. 2 are the time histories of 8 for Cases I and II computed

using 40 TVATDKT-NL elements and the correspondence principle. A time step of

0,1 min was used in marching the TVATDKT-NL finite element solution. Figure 3

depicts a. side view of the deflected meshes for both cases of applied tip moment at

various times. For Case I, the cantilever has nonzero deflection when the tip moment

returns to zero at t = 37rmin because of the creep that has occurred under the

applied load history. For Case I at large t, the cantilever has essentially returned to

its initial configuration. For Case II after t = 1.57 rein, the applied tip moment is held

constant at 1000m h’ . m. Hence, for large t in Case II, the cantilever has deformed

into a complete circle. The differences between the finite element and correspondence

principle results cannot be distinguished.

Circular Ring Under External Pressure

The ring radius R is 6.0 in., while the width b and thickness h are 1.0 in. and

0.05 in., respectively. The ring is composed of acetal resin (an engineering thermo-

plastic) with an initial elastic modulus E(O) = 410,000 psi, which corresponds to a

temperature of 73 “F.57 Rogers and Lee5Sfit.experimental creep data for the first 600

h presented by Warriner57to a creep compliance D(t) of

D(t)
— = 1.0+ 0.00076t + 1.12 [1 – exp (–0.055 t)]
D(0)

(69)

where t is in hours. Hence, the creep compliance over the first 600 h is represented

using a four-parameter fluid model. The corresponding relaxation modulus, 13(t), can

be found using Laplace transforms and was given by Yang and Lianis17 to be

E(t)
— = 0.46845 exp (–O.00035726t) + 0.53155 exp (–O.l1700t)
E(0)

(70)

The ring behaves as a curved beam and Poisson’s ratio is set to zero for the finite

element analyses.
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The external pressure loading P on the ring at any given time t is of the form.’

P(O>t) = P~(t)(l – q Cos2(?) (71)

where O is as shown in Fig. 4 and always refers to the original configuration (body-

attached pressure load). Results will be computed for several nonzero values of q.

Exploiting the symmetry about two planes in both the geometry and the loading,

one-fourth of the ring is analyzed using either 40 TVATDKT-NL elements or 20 S4R

elements of ABAQUS.56 Element S4R is a four-node, doubly-curved, quadrilateral

shell element with six degrees of freedom per node. The following symmetry boundary

conditions are used at points A and B which are indicated in Fig. 4:

point A: u=O, 19V=OZ=0 (72)

point 13: w=O, 6Z=OV=0 (73)

where u, v, and w are the deflections in the z-, g-, and z-directions; and OZ,@y, and

0. are the corresponding rotations about the x-, y-, and z-axes. In order to prevent

rigid body motion in the y-direction, v is restrained at point A. For all finite element

analyses, the follower effects of the pressure load are taken into account.

The nondimensional load-deflection paths for the elastic case are shown in Fig. 5.

Here the load parameter is taken as Po, whereas the deflection is taken as w.q. The

TVATDKT-NL and S4R results match very well. This elastic problem (including the

follower effects of the pressure loading) was analyzed by Seide and Jamjoom5g using

numerical methods. .4s indicated in Ref. 59. bifurcation buckling occurs for the case

of uniform pressure (q = O) at a nondimensional load level of PobR3/E1 = 3.0, where

1 is the area moment of inertia (1 = lJt3/12). The effect of small nonzero q is to add

a small imperfection in the loading so that a path very close to the bifurcation path “’

is traced without the need for a bifurcation analysis to be performed. The original

shape and the deformed elastic ring shapes near PobRa/131 = 3.4 for various values

of q are shown in Fig. 4.

For viscoelastic analysis, the pressure magnitude, P.(t), is ramped from zero to

PO over the first hour, then held constant for another 300 h, after which it. is ramped
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back to zero over one hour,

is given as follows is used:

The viscoelastic results

and thereafter remains zero. A single value of POwhich

(74)

produced using the TVATDKT-NL and S4R elements

are shown in Fig. 6. For the TVATDKT-NL finite element analysis, the time step

size was 0.025 h during loading and unloading and 0.25 h during all other times.

Reducing the time step by a factor of two and using 80 elements did not significantly

change the TVATDKT-NL results for the case where q = 0.001. For this case, the

deflection remains small for approximately the first 130 h, after which it increases at....:

a substantially higher rate. Therefore, a delayed buckling due to creep is indicated,

with the critical time for buckling estimated as 130 h. For the case where q = 1.0, the

analysis was terminated when WA= –R, which indicates that contact between point

A and the point opposite to it has occurred. For the other cases, Fig. 6 indicates

that the structure recovers a significant portion of its viscoelastic response during

and after load removal.

Pinned-Pinned Column Under Axial Load

The column is 3.0 m long with a 0.3x0.03 m cross section. The relaxation modulus

is the same as that used for the cantilever under a tip moment discussed previously.

The applied compressive axial load is denoted by P.
.

For elastic analysis, the stability of a perfect column is determined by exam-

ining the evolution of the lowest eigenvalue of the tangent stiffness matrix. Forty

TVATDKT-NL elements are used. The critical point using a Young’s modulus

1? = E(O) is determined as PC, = 88.9268 N, which agrees well with the value of

88.8264 N computed using the classical Euler buckling load formula fo~-a pinned-

pinned column given by
p = ~2g

CT L2

where 1 is the area moment of inertia and L is

column withi~ = l?(m), F’C.is determined to be....
finite element analysis and Eq. (75), respectively.

* 25

(75)

the column length. For an elastic

44.4634 N and 44.4132 N from the



The elastic bifurcation problem can be studied without using any special bifurca-

tion procedures incorporated in the TVATDKT-NL code by superimposing an initial

imperfection onto the perfect structure. This imperfection is taken to be a small

multiplicative constant times the eigenvector corresponding to the zero eigenvalue

computed at the critical point of the perfect elastic structure using -E = E(O). It is

well-known that for a geometrically perfect, elastic pinned-pinned column, the first

buckling mode is simply a half-sine wave, regardless of the value of 13. The computed

eigenvector shape agreed well with this. Shown in Fig. 7 are the load-deflection paths

for the elastic case using both the initial and final values of the viscoelastic relaxation

modulus. The imperfection is scaled to have a maximum magnitude of 7.5311 x 10–4

m. The column deflection is characterized by the midpoint transverse deflection v~z~

for the load-deflection curves. Also shown in Fig. 7 are the results computed using

the elastica solution of Timoshenko and GereGOwhich assumes an inextensible per-

fect column. The present results ~ith small initial imperfection approach those of

Timoshenko and Gere,GOas expected.

The stability of the viscoelastic column is determined by examining whether a

small transverse deflection grows large or not with an axial load applied. Instability in

such a case is commonly referred to as creep buckling. The small transverse deflection

may either be introduced as an initial imperfection in the geometry or by applying

a small sinusoidally varying distributed transverse load. For the present analysis, an

initial imperfection is added to the column before the axial load is applied. This

imperfection is once again taken to be a small factor times the lowest eigenvector

computed at the critical point of the elastic analysis with E = E(O).

The time histories of viscoelastic deflection are computed for a range of axial

loads. In each case, the axial load is applied as a creep load at t = 0, i.e., the load

is applied suddenl~- at t = O and then held constant. However, for clarity only a

few representative results are shown in Fig. 8. These results, computed using 40

TVATDKT-NL elements and a time step of 1.0 rein, are taken to be converged, as

using 80 elements with a time step of 0.1 min did not significantly alter the results for

P = 50 N. Although the axial load is applied as a creep load at t = Oin each case, the,.
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time required to reach the final deformation state depends on the applied load level.

This arises from the fact that the bending moment throughout the beam caused by the

axial load is dependent upon the transverse deflection of the beam. Furthermore, the

transverse deformation depends upon the applied loading and the initial imperfection.

Hence, the internal bending moment in the column is time-dependent. The final

values of vmzdfrom the viscoelastic analyses match those computed using the long-

term modulus value in the elastic analysis of the imperfect column.

The creep buckling stability of the column can be characterized by v~adremaining

below a given level for a given loading and time duration. Either the loading or time

duration of interest is selected and then the safe time t, or the safe load level F’,

is determined. Here, for demonstrative purposes, the viscoelastic deformation will

be taken to be acceptable if ?&zd < 0.2 m. The time for v~zd to reach ().2 m is

plotted against the axial load in Fig. 9. Results are shown for two initial imperfection

magnitudes. For afi imperfection magnitude of 7.5311 x 10–4 m, the stability curve is

computed using 40 data points, whereas only seven points are used for the 3.7646 x

10–4 m imperfection case. The two stability curves shown in Fig. 9 exhibit similar

trends. Below an axial load of about 45 N, the structure remains safe for all times.

For loads above this, the safe time, t., is determined by examining Fig. 9. N“ote

that for loads slightly above the initial elastic buckling load, the viscoelastic column

becomes unsafe nearly instantaneously. For relatively large loads, the critical time

is not affected significantly by the magnitude of the initial imperfection. However,

for loads approaching the final elastic buckling load from above, the safe time t,

computed for a given load P~ is significantly affected by the imperfection magnitude,

as the stability curve there becomes horizontal in nature. On the other hand, the safe
.. -1-

oad P. for a chosen time period t. is affected less by the imperfection magnitude,

even for loads approaching the final elastic buckling load level. The safe load level

for which the viscoelastic deflections will remain safe for all time t for this well-

behaved geometrically nonlinear example could have been determined by examining

the elastic load-deflection paths computed using the final value of the viscoelastic

relaxation modulus.
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Cylindrical Panel Under Uniform Pressure

The length of the panel is 80.0 in. The radius associated with the curvature of

the panel is 100.0 in. and the panel half-angle is 12°, corresponding to an arc length

of 41.89 in. for the two curved panel sides. The panel is taken to be supported on all

edges by vertical diaphragms that are rigid in their own planes, but perfectly flexible

otherwise.

The composite panel is composed of four layers

a symmetric cross-ply stacking sequence of [0/90]~.

a total laminate thickness of 0.32 in. The initial

Ref. 3 and are as follows:

of GY70/339 graphite-epoxy with

Each layer is 0.08 in. thick, giving

elastic properties are taken from

El = 42.0 Msi, G12(0) = 0.6 Msi,

13z(0) = 0.88 Msi, VIZ= 0.31 (76)

....
Here -EI is taken to be fiber-dominated and, therefore, constant in time. The major

Poisson’s ratio Vlz is taken to be constant in computing the reduced stiffnesses Ql-

Q4. Using these

constant in time.

viscoelastic time

form:

assumptions and also treating z.ql as constant in time, Q1 will be

This is an acceptable approximation, as QI is fiber-dominated. The

variation for the other three reduced stiilnesses is of the following

Q,(t) = Q,(O) j(t) forr =2,3,4 (77)

where

f(t) = fO+ ‘f’Jie ‘i——
(78)

1=1

The components of the normalized viscoelast.ic time variation j(t) are given in Ref. 16.

The panel is taken to be in a hydrothermal environment with a temperature of 151 “F

and a moisture level of 0.170. The horizontal shift factor corresponding to these

environmental

assumed to be

Because of

conditions is 10–4 as taken from Ref. 2. Furthermore. the panel is

free of hydrothermal strains in this environment.

the cross-ply stacking sequence and the double symmetry in the ge-

ometry, boundary conditions, and loading, the panel response can be analyzed using

one-fourth of the panel with proper symmetry conditions enforced on t~voedges. The
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deformation-dependent pressure loading of magnitude 130is applied pointing towards

the center of curvature of the panel (external pressure). The load-deflection curve

for the elastic case using the initial material properties given in Eq. (76) is shown in

Fig. 10, where w~zd is the midpoint transverse deflection. The present results using

288 ATDKT-NL elements appear to agree fairly well with the results produced using

144 S4R elements. The mesh sizes are sufficient for accurate calculations, as using

either 512 ATDKT-NL or 256 S4R elements did not significantly change either set

of results. Note that the modified Riks method51 has been used with the ATDKT-

NL and S4R analyses in order to trace the entire load-deflection path. Note that

when the panel snaps, it does not snap to an inverted position because of the applied

boundary conditions. Although snap-through is truly a dynamic event, it has been

inferred based upon the static load-deflection behavior. The limit load is calculated

to be 1.2942 psi. Checks for possible bifurcation buckling are not included in the

present analysis.

As shown in Fig. 10, the static elastic load-deflection can be partially traced using

the TVATDKT-NL code, which uses load-control with the time t taken as the load-

proportionality factor. Because the tangent stiffness matrix is singular at the limit

point, the limit load cannot be both found exactly and bypassed in a single run using

load control. In order to jump from a point just below the limit load to a stable

static equilibrium point with higher load value, the incremental values of the load

proportionality factor t must be chosen carefully. This jump in the results using 288

TVATDKT-NL elements is indicated in Fig. 10 by the nearly horizontal line in the

middle of the load-deflection curve.

For viscoelastic analysis, the applied pressure is ramped from O to PO over the

first 10-7 sec “andheld constant thereafter. A time step of At = 10-8 sec (A< = 10-4

see) is used during load ramp-up. After ramp-up, the reduced time step increases as

a geometric series as follows:

L(P = A<” (?-)P (79)

The time histories of viscoelastic center point deflections for various final magnitudes

POof applied” pressure are shown in Fig. 11, using L<” = 6000 sec (At” = 0.6 see)
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and T = 1.08 with 288 TVATDKT-NL elements. Using a time step approximately

one order of magnitude smaller for all t (r = 1.007) did not significantly alter the

viscoelastic results for PO= 1.11 psi. For the cases exhibiting delayed snap-through,

the deflection magnitude increases at a finite rate until viscoelastic snap-through

occurs, which is indicated by a vertical tangent for the deflection versus time curve.

Near viscoelastic snap-through, the time step size is reduced in determining the snap-

through point. Once again, the critical point for snap-through is not found exactly

in the single-run results shown in Fig. 11, because the analysis is unable to converge

right at the limit point, regardless of what size time step is used. After snap-through,

the viscoelastic deflection then continues to increase.

As can be observed from Fig. 11, the viscoelastic structure will exhibit snapping for

a range of loads, if those loads are applied for a sufficiently long time. The lower limit

on P. for which viscoelastic snap-through will occur is found to be approximately 0.86

psi. Note that for P. values below this, the deflection may still grow to be relatively

large, even though snap-through does not occur. The time t. of snap-through is

plotted against P. in Fig. 12. For P. >1.2942 psi, the viscoelastic panel snaps at the

instant the pressure magnitude reaches 1.2942 psi.

A check on the critical time computed for viscoelastic snap-through is performed

using the quasi-elastic method.39 Here, the quasi-elastic approximation for the vis-

coelastic deflection for a given time P is computed using a fictitious elastic reduced

stiffness matrix [~~] equal to [~(~~)] –1, where [~(~f’)] is the matrix of transformed

reduced creep compliance. Note that [QE(<~)] is not exactly equal to [@(cP)], be-

cause [~(c)] and [~(f)] are not inverses of one another except for ~ = Oand [ = cc.

Although the quasi-elastic method is more suited to situations where a closed-form

solution exists, it can be implemented using a numerical technique, such as the finite

element method. In order to use a quasi-elastic finite element approach to determine

the time history of viscoelastic deformation, a separate finite element analysis must be

performed for each discrete time considered. Also, note that in the case of nonlinear

deformations where more than one quasi-elastic deformation state corresponds to a

given”load magnitude, the correct quasi-elastic deformation state can be determined
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from knowledge of the previous viscoelastic deformations.

Here, the applied pressure loading is ramped up over an extremely short time such

that the pressure loading is applied essentially as a creep load at t = 0. For this nonlin-

ear problem, the direction of the pressure loading changes as time evolves. However,

this change is very gradual at all times except that corresponding to snap-through.

Hence, the computed critical time for viscoelastic snap-through can be checked by

determining the elastic load-deflection path with material properties corresponding

to [QE(c~)], where ~. is the reduced time corresponding to ts. The predicted elastic

limit load should then match the applied creep load magnitude used in the viscoelastic

analysis.

Shown in Fig. 13 are the elastic load-deflection curves corresponding to several

values of t.. Horizontal lines corresponding to the pressure magnitudes F’. causing

viscoelastic snap-through at t = t~ are also shown. The computed elastic limit loads

are in good agreement with the applied loads used in the viscoelastic analysis, in-

dicating that the predicted times t, for the viscoelastic analyses are accurate. Note

that the severity of the snap-through decreases as t. increases, until a snap-through

is no longer indicated. This decrease in snap-through severity is also indicated in

Fig. 11. For extremely large times, the agreement between the ATDKT-NL and S4R

elastic load-deflection curves decreases, likely because of the growing importance of

transverse shear effects which are included in the S4R formulation but not in the

ATDKT-NL formulation. Hence, the TVATDKT-NL formulation (which reduces to

the ATDKT-NL formulation in the elastic case) is likely to be slightly in error for

extremely large times.

Although not presented here, similar types of viscoelastic results were obtained

for an isotropic hinged cylindrical p~nel Undergoing snap-t@-ough under the action of

a centrally applied point force. ‘1 For that example, the TVATDKT-h-L viscoelastic

results were found to be in good agreement with viscoelastic results produced using

element S4R of ABAQUS .56

Thermal Post buckling of an Ant asymmetric Angle-Ply Plate ~

The plate is square with a side length L equal to 50 in. The plate edges are parallel
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to the global Z- and y-directions. The pinned boundary conditions are as follows:

I
x= O,L: U=W= O and lkfZ=fVZv=O

j= O,L: v=w=O and 114V=lVzV=0 (80)

The plate has an antisymmetric stacking sequence of [+45].. Each of the four layers

has a thickness of 0.05 in., giving a total laminate thickness of 0.2 in.

The plate is composed of T300/934 graphite-epoxy with the following viscoelastic..
material properties at t = Otaken from Flaggs and Crossman:3

1’
131= 21 Msi, 132= 1.5 Msi, al = 0.05 x 10-6/OF,

(81)
G12 = 0.7 Msi, V12= 0.29, a2 = 16.5 X 10–6/OF

I Because Q1 is taken to be fiber-dominated, it will be treated as constant in time.

The other three Q.’s have the same normalized viscoelastic time variation and are

given by

[
Q.(t) = Qr(0)f(t) = Q,(O) f.+ f fze-~ 1 forr =2,3.4 (82)

2=1

Using ABAQUS,5G a nine-term (N = 9) Prony series is fit to experimental data for

T300/934 presented by Crossman et al.2 The Prony series components are given in

Table 1. The plate is assumed to be free of hydrothermal strains in an environment

with O.14?Z0moisture. The viscoelastic matrix is assumed to be hygrothermorheolog-

ically simple. The horizontal shift factor AT is taken to be the same for Q2-QJ and is

subsequently denoted by ATH. The values for loglo[AT~] taken from Crossman et al.2

are presented in Table 2. The horizontal shift factors for intermediate temperatures

are determined using a linear interpolation for loglOIA~~].

I
The viscoelastic plate is subjected to a range of thermal loads. In each case, the

plate is initially free of thermal strains at a temperature Ti of 77 “F. The temperature

I is ramped up using a linear variation from 77 ‘F to its final temperature T“ over

I the first 10-7 see and then held constant. Hence, the thermal load AT = Tf – Ti

I
is applied almost instantaneously. Here, only integer values of LIT are considered.

..
During ramp-up, the time step At is chosen to be 10-7/AT, giving an increase of 1 ‘F



in each increment. During this period, the change in reduced time ~ is determined

as”

~~P = [( 1 1

A~~(TP) – A~~(TP-l) )Ic 1in A~~(Tp-l) – in A~~(Tp)) Atp (83)

After ramp-up, the time step size is chosen to be

Atp = 100 (r)p A~~(T”) sec (84)

where r is the time step size ratio between consecutive increments.

A geometrically perfect, elastic, antisymmetric angle-ply plate with the boundary

conditions given in Eq. (80) undergoes zero deformation under a uniform thermal

load until the bifurcation point for thermal buckling is reached .G3’4 The elastic load-

deflection path is determined by first finding the bifurcation point which corresponds

to a singular tangent stiffness matrix. Next, the eigenvector corresponding to the zero

eigenvalue is determined. A small constant times this eigenvector is then introduced

as an initial imperfection in the plate geometry and the analysis is started over. The

viscoelastic plates are also analyzed using this initial imperfection.

An approximate viscoelastic solution can be determined using the quasi-elastic

approach described by Schapery.39 Both the quasi-elastic and viscoelastic results are

computed using a uniform mesh of 512 TVATDKT-NL elements. For the viscoelastic

ana-lysis, r = 1.08 is-used in Eq. (84) to-determine the time step. Using a finer mesh

of 1152 elements and a time step approximateely one order of magnitude smaller for

all t (r = 1.007) did not significantly change the viscoelastic results for AT = 100 “F.

Shown in Fig. 14 are the quasi-elastic load-deflection paths using elastic properties

corresponding to the viscoelastic relaxation moduli at various values of reduced times.

Here w~i~ denotes the transverse deflection at the plate center. Results computed at

other values of reduced, time are “notshown for clarity in Fig. 14. In each case, the

critical buckling mode consisted of a single half-sine wave in the x- and y-directions.

The initial imperfection used in each case has a maximum magnitude of 2.48877 x

10-4 in. Also shown in Fig. 14 are the load-deflection pairs computed using the

viscoelastic finite element analysis. Nlotethat “~ = O“ viscoelastic results are actually
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the viscoelastic results after load ramp-up, i.e., the ~ for the initial viscoelastic results

is not exactly zero, but still relatively very small. Also, the “f = cm” viscoelastic

results are actually near-equilibrium results computed at reduced times less than

infinity. The mode shape of viscoelastic deformation for each value of ~’?’ considered

remained a single half-sine wave in the z- and y-directions for all times. Note that

Fig. 14 does not show how the viscoelastic deformation would vary with changes in

AT applied at a given time. Rather, for the viscoelastic case, the curves shown in

Fig. 14 can be used together to determine how the viscoelastic deformation varies

with time for a range of load levels, where the thermal load in each case is applied

nearly instantaneously at t = Oand then held constant. Also, recall that the physical

time t corresponding to a given reduced time ~ depends upon the temperature history.

The bifurcation temperature is observed to increase as larger times are used in

the quasi-elastic analysis. This counterintuitive result is explained by the fact that

the compressive forces caused by the thermal load decrease because of viscoelastic

relaxation, which is reflected in the quasi-elastic analysis by the use of degraded Qz-

QL properties. In each quasi-elastic case, the bifurcation temperature computed using

the TVATDKT-NL code agreed well with that computed using the formula neglecting

transverse shear effects presented by Tauchert. ‘q The bifurcation temperature at t = O

computed using both Tauchert’s closed-form solutionG~and the finite element code is

15.42 “F, whereas the final bifurcation temperature is computed to be 68.07 “F and

68.09 “F from the closed-form solutionG*and the TVATDKT-NL analysis. respectively.

The time histories of deformation computed using the viscoelastic and quasi-elastic

finite element analyses are shown in Fig. 15 for several values of thermal load. The de-

crease in viscoelastic deformation as time evolves is also explained by the relaxation of

the compressive force resultants caused by the imposed thermal strains and boundary

conditions. Note that as Tf increases in magnitude, the time to reach the long-term

equilibrium state decreases. This occurs because of the speed-up of the viscoelastic

response with increasing T“ as incorporated through the hygrothermorheologically

simple postulate made for the matrix material. .Exarnining Fig. 14, it should be ap-

parent that if the viscoelastic deflections for various values of AT were plotted ~’ersus
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reduced time ~ as opposed to physical time t in Fig. 15, the various deflection curves

would not cross over each other as shown in Fig. 15. From Figs. 14 and 15, it is

clear that for thermal loads below the final critical AT value of 68.09 “F, the final

viscoelastic deformation is essentially zero. The agreement between the quasi-elastic

and viscoelastic results appears to be very good, because the stress resultants and

deformations change slowly with time and a single mode of viscoelastic deformation

occurs for this well-behaved, geometrically nonlinear example.

Summary and Conclusions

A thin shell element for the large deformation analysis of linear viscoelastic lam-

inated composites has been presented. The triangular flat shell element is obtained

as the superposition of the Discrete Kirchhoff Theory plate bending element and a

membrane element having the same nodal DOF as the Allman Triangle. resulting in

6 DOF at each corner node and a total of 18 DOF for the element. The material

is modeled as being hygrothermorheologically simple. Exponential series are used

to represent the linear viscoelastic relaxation moduli. The incremental stresses over

a time step are divided into parts corresponding to the incremental strains and the

viscoelastic memory loads. These memory loads are updated at the end of an incre-

ment using recursion relations involving the previous memory load values and terms

corresponding to the incremental strains that were just converged. The viscoelastic

tangent stiffness matrix is similar to that occurring in the elastic case. but with the

usual [A; B; D] matrices replaced by matrices that account for the relaxation over

the current time step of the portion of the stresses caused by the current incremental

strains.

The large deformations and stability of linear elastic and viscoelastic structures

were examined. Examples were presented where viscoelastic buckling or snap-through

was observed to occur at a range of critical times for a range of applied load mag-

nitudes. The critical time to buckling or snap-through increased as the magnitude

of the applied load decreased. For situations where a geometrically perfect elastic

structure would undergo bifurcation buckling with no prebuckling deformation, it

was necessary to add either an imperfection in the loading or geometry in order to
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study the stability of a similar viscoelastic structure using a full viscoelastic analysis.

The critical time for instability of viscoelastic structures is, of course, affected by the

size of the imperfection. Hence, for the analysis of non-academic problems, the im-

posed imperfection must be chosen carefully, based upon the expected imperfections

that would occur in the geometry and loading of the actual structure.

The quasi-elastic approach provides a convenient way to assess the accuracy. of a

full viscoelastic analysis when other results (analytical, numerical, or experimental)

are unavailable. Although not shown here, it is well-known that the quasi-elastic

method provides sufficient accuracy only in situations where the viscoelastic relax-

ation moduli (or creep compliance), the stress resultants, and the deformations all

vary slowly with time. It should be noted that to determine the deflection history

of complex viscoelastic structures, a numerical approach, such as the finite element

method, must be used. However, for finite element analysis, it is more cumbersome

to use a quasi-elastic approach than a full viscoelastic approach to determine the

complete time history of viscoelastic deflection, especially in the case of large defor-

mations.
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Table 1: Pronyseries coefficients andtime constants for T300/934 graphite-epoxy.

‘i fi AZ(see)

o

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1.78398 X 10-1

4.96164 X 10-2

4.91345 x 10-2

5.~99~8x 10-2

5.21760 X 10-2

8.50296 X 10-2

5.97267x 10-Z

1.56990 X 10-1

9.69593 X 10-Z

2.18970 X 10-1

.5.21100X l@

2.06800X104

1.07785x 106

2.32300 X 107

1.67441 X 109

3.24064X 1010

1.69677x 1012

.5.14749 x 1013

1.49240x 1015

.
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Table 2: Horizontal shift factors for T300/934 graphite-epoxy in an environment with

0.14% moisture.

T (“F) loglOIA~H]

77 0

122 .~.1176

167 -4.5647

212 -6.3529

257 -8.2353

302 -10.0706

347 -12
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Tip rotation of alinear viscoelastic cantilever subjected to a tip moment.

histories of applied tip moment are shown as an inset.
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Ring Geometry
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pressure.Figure 4: Original and deformed shapes for an elastic ring under nonuniform

The deformed ring shapes computed using 40 TVATDKT-NL elements are shown for

a nondimensional load level near PobR3/131 = 3.4.
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The TVATDKT-NL results are computed using an initial imperfection amplitude of
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Figure 9: Stability curves of a viscoelastic column for two levels of initial imperfection.

Here, t. is the time required to reach v~ad= 0.2 m under axial load P, applied as a

creep load at t = O.
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Figure 13: Elastic load-deflection paths using creep compliance properties correspond-

ing to time t~. The horizontal lines correspond to the load-levels P. necessary to cause

snapping at t~ as predicted by the viscoelastic TVATDKT-NL analyses.
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Figure 14: Thin viscoelastic [+45], plate under uniform thermal load applied nearly

instantaneously at t = O and then held constant. A small initial imperfection is used

in both the quasi-elastic and viscoelastic analyses, (AT = T~ – Tz, Ti = 77 ‘F)
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Figure 15: Time history of viicoelastic midpoint transverse deflection of thin antisym-

metric panel under various values of thermal load computed using viscoelast.ic and

quasi-elastic TVATDKT-NL analyses. A small initial imperfection is used in both

the quasi-elastic and viscoelastic analyses. (AT= T$ – Ti, Ti = 77 ‘F)
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